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c111111 HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER 
BY NATURAL CONVECTION AND COMBINED 

NATURAL CONVECTION AND FORCED AIR 
FLOW THROUGH LARGE RECTANGULAR 
OPENINGS IN A VERTICAL PARTITION 

B. IL SllAW* 

\.), ii;111ul 1hc11ry fur c1111 1h111cd 1rn111 n ol cuuvccli.m .111d forced air lluw across a rcccangular opening in a vt:rti<..:aJ 
pn1't1t11m hns h.:,·n pu~ t11lat.:d und g.:u.:rulizcd to m cludc both h.:aL anu mass rrans f.:r. Experiments for natural 
com•cclion, a11J co111l 11ncd 11u111rul conv~i;r ion and forc.:cu air !low, wert: carried o ur with openings 2·05 m high 
um l lrom 0 Ill loll 90 111 whk with air as du: convecting ttuid. Tc1npcraturc diffen:nrials were: in the order of 
ll-· I.! JcgC ~nd the supply und .::<1rac1 vol umes in the rang.: 0·0-0 ·30 m"/s. Natural convection results are 
quur..:J in the rnngi.: Ill" < Gr < 10 1' while the combined natural convection and forced air ftow results for 
tlic Nus":lr 11u111bcr arc cxprcsscd as a function or a Jimcnsionkss group which was found to inc:ludc both 

RcynolJs anJ ( irnshof numbers. 

INTHOL>UCTION 

l.I ~Tll llJ611 . :.tudics o[" llaturaJ t:llll\'ection Were primarily 
t.:lll1Lc111cd wllh prnbkms ol"heut trnnsfrr involving vcnicll 
and ho1 i1.11ntal plaLes and l;oJies ol"\'arying shupe. Schmidt 
(It, in a rcvi<.:W in 1961, nwntio11cd a tyre ofnat11raJ con
Vt! :tion whid1, until then, had reccivcd vcry lillk •ttlcn
trc 11. This wus Lhe ~ituation o..:curring al upcnings in 
pa.·titinns, for which S..:hmidt reported un opticlil irwcstiga
ticn of the trnnsient mixing of two Huids of differcn1 
Je .lsitics (carbon dioxide and air) separated by an opening 
in a vertical partition. 

\part from the tramient case, the tWL• basic aspects of 
na ural convection through openings are those of steady 

-· conditions with vertic;il and horizontal partitions. Ems
wr.:i:r in 1926 (2) had treated the case of multiple openings 
in .1 wall and had obtained an i:xpression for the rate of 
tto v of air in terms of temperature difference and Bi:r-
1·0 11\i's e4uation for ideal flow . He diJ not considc:r the 
Las: t>f a single opening nor did he treut the heat and mass 
trn 1~frr aspects of the prohlt.:m which can be generalized 
for all fluids. 

1 fo direct measun:mems had been made to substantiate 
or ··xteml the theory and this may partly be explained by 
me 1surement difficulties aml hy the fact that opening 
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ln•ln M~ch Engrs 

' 

-. izt:s or practical importance were too large to be i nvi:~ti 
gau.:J in a laboratory. However, in che la. t 10 years four 
m;ijor sources ha\'C published cheoretical and experimental 
w11rk relating to this rypc of convt:ction. Tht:re are a 
numbt:r of \•ariablt:~ such a:; type of convection, area of 
opcni 11 g, height of opening, temperature <lifferemial, aml 
condiLilln of opening, che combina tions of which may be 
t:onsii.lereu in any particular ana lysis. Table 117. l com
pares these pcrcincnt variables as scudied by each source. 

It may be seen from Table 117. l thar no previous 
research has been carrieu cue with smaU temperature 
diflcrentials. Also, there were no results for rhe effe<."t, 
within u room, of excess pressure acting on the natural 
.:onvcction. The forced air flow used by Brown and 
Solvason was in fact a horizontal velocity parallel to the 
opening surface and acted as a type of air curtain. This 
paper does, however, consider these variables and as a 
result considerably widens the knowledge of convection 
through openings in vertical partitions. 

Notation 

G Coeffkicnt of discharge. 
C.,. Coefficient of temperature. 
Cv Coefficienr of fictitious velocity. 
c" Specific heat of fluid. 
c1, c2 Concentration, e.g. moisture content. 
n Diffusion coefficient of mass transfer. 

C117/7t 
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Table 117.1. Comparison of variables as studied in previous resenrch 

I Convection 

---:---·-
Source 

Brown and Solvason 1962 (3) Natural 
Natural plus forced air ftow 

Graf 1964 (4) . Natural 
Natural plus forced air flow 

Tamm 1966 (s) Natural 

Fritzsche and Lilicnblum 1968 (6) Natural 

Shaw 1971 Natural 
Natural plus forcer\ air flow 

D,, 

g 
H 
h 
h.., 
k 
n·r 
q 

Hydraulic diameter of doorway 
[= 2WH/(W+H)]. 

Acceleration due to gravity. 
Opening height. 
Heat transfer coefficient. 
Mass transfer coefficient. 
Thermal conductivity of fluid. 
Mass tramfer rate through opening. 
Heat transfer rate through opening. 
Pressures in rooms 1 and 2. P,, P2 

Po Absolute pressure at the level of the neutral zone 
in the opening. 

Pressure due to temperature differential and 
excess supply ventilation pressure. 

Volumetric fluid flow rate. 
Leakage transfer volume into an area which is 

under positive pressure. 
Temperatures in rooms 1 and 2. 
Thickness of partition. 
Velocity. 
Velocity defined in equation (117.19). 
Width of opening. 
Dynamic viscosity. 

" Kinematic viscosity. 
p Fluid density. 

Dimensionless groups 

Fr d Densimetric Froude number 
{= V/[g//(.1r/fi)]1'2}. 

Gr Grashof number based on density dilferem·es 
[=g.drH"/;;112

]. 

Nu Nusselt number [ = hll/k]. 
Pr Prandtl numhcr [ = c,.u/k]. 
Re Reynold~ numher f = ;; VhD,,/11]. 
Sc Schmidt numbl"r [ = 11/ n]. 
Sh Sherwood 1111mhcr I= li,,,ll/ n1. 
Sw Dimensionless group 

I 
R"' II'' ,, v.:' I 

- <_;~ · 1>,,- ,. ,,... ,) .I! n;; . 

!6i? , .. L 

Arca, 
m" 

Height, 
m 

Range of .d T, 
dcgC 

4 ... . · ~ · ......... .. .. ~_........ - - --- ..___ . .....__ -

' (Hl05 Al-0·091 90 0·0762~·3048 

'Vi 

0·205-1 ·845 

2 5 

2 05 

THF.ORY 

A-47 

Theory 

Theory 

12-41·5 

0-12 

TJleory of the volumetric exchange of air due to 
natural convection through a rectangular opening 
in a vertical partition (3) 

Consider a large scaled enclosure con~isting of rooms I and 
2 as shown in Fig. 117. I. The rooms are ~eparated hy a 
vertical partition with a rectangular opcni ng of height H 
and width W. The temperatures in the rooms are T 1 and 
T 2 respectively. Since the enelosure is scaled, there is no 
net flow of air across the opening. The ahsolute pressure, 
P0 , at the elevation of the centre-line of the opening is 
everywhere equal. 

In room I, the pressure, l', at a level Z below the centre
line will he 

(117. I) 

then the pressure at the same level in ronm 2 will he 

(117.2) 

g being the acceleration due to gravity and p 1 and p2 being 
the densities of air in rooms l and 2 respectively. 

The pressure difference in these two ronms at the same 
level is 

(117.3) 

\ n11orn I 

Fig. 117.1. Schematic "'ll'A"'lntAtinn of natural 
conver.tio11 ncross a11 011e11i11q i11 n v<>rticol (">Artition 
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JIS prc:s~un: dilkrcm:c i:au be cxp1 c~~cd as the h~i1;hc 
1") 111' a c.olumn of air where 

"" = µ"~''!~ . 1' = ~!~ L 
I' I (i 

in which p, the mean Jcusity, is written 

- ,,, +1>" 
p=--

2 
(117.4) 

As there is only limited information available: for the 
• relation between pressure head and vclocicy V for rect

angular orifices at low ftuw rates, the flow will, in this case, 
be assumed to be ideal (i.e. frictionless). 

For.ideal flow the Bernoulli equation can be assumed, 
i.o. 

[ (Jp) 111~ 
V = (2g/rw)ll'J = 2g -;; Z (117.5) 

;i where Vis the air velocity. 
'! ~ Ncow Q = CA V, where Q is the rate of volumetric dis

charre, C the coefficient* (unknown as yet and to be 
' determined from tests), and A the area of the opening. 

Tl,e total volumetric discharge through half of the 
open. ng can be written as 

Q = c f 112 

w[2g (~) zf~ dZ 

On i.1tcgrating this expression, the total volumetric dis
char~e through one half of _the opening will be 

(117.6) 

J With the flow Q is now associated the he;it transfer rate 

(117.7) 

and the mass transfer rate, i.e. moisture content, 

1i1 = Qp(c1 -c:i) . (117.8) 

whero: cP is the spei:ific heat. r Imroducing now t_he heat tra~sfer coefficient hand the 
l mass transfer coethi:1ent '1 00 , detined as 

(117.7a) 

I and 
(117.8a)_ 

equations (117.7) and (117.8) lead to the following equa
r tions in terms of dimensionless variables: 

for heat trans/ er, 

Nu=-=- _P_ 
hH C (g LJpHa)112 c 1.1. 

k 3 v2p k 

c 
(117.9) = 3 Gr112pr • 

f * The cue/jicient C is normull;y referred to as t~·c :~~J;i~;ent of discharge 
a,.J hus been taken by various sources as 0·65 for a duor opening. 

[ ln11n Mech Engra 

1[ 
-· ··-· .. -; . - -·- ····· . ..... ··-··- ···-·· 

for mt1n ll«msji:r, 

Sh= h,,,fl =~(!.~~>Ii~)' II'.!-~ 
D 3 v~p (iD 

G 
=:3Gr 11~Sc (117.10) 

when: the symbols are as dctined in the Notation. 
Equations (117.9) and (117.10) cannot be exact for all 

conditions owing to neglect of viscosity in equation 
(117.5) and neglect of thermal conductivity and diffusivity 
in equations (117.7) and (117.8). The effect of these 
properties is considered in detail by Brown and Solvason 
(3). However, it is adequate to state that if air is considered 
to be the convecting fluid over the tested temperature 
differential range, the pure conduction heat transfer would 
be quite negligible compared with that of convection. 
Hence, for air in this general range, the exponents of the 
Grashof, Prandtl, and Schmidt numbers will not vary ap
preciably from those stated in equations (117.9) and 
(117.10). 

Theory of the volumetric exchange of air due to 
the combined effect of natural convection and 
forci:d air flow through a rectangular opening in a 
vertical partition 

As far as the author is aware, no theory for the above 
i:onditions has yec been written. The problem may be 
approached in a similar manner to that of natural con
vection, the only difference being that one of the rooms is 
under pol>itive pressure due to air being supplied to it 
from an external source (Fig. 117.2). In this case the 
enclosures are not scaled, air being supplied co one and 
extracted from the other. In room l the pressure P, at a 
level Z bdow the centre-line, will be 

Pi = Po+P1gZ+Px (117.11) 
where P,. is the ac.lc.litional pressure within the room du.e to 
the excess supply ventilation and P0 the absolute pre~i,ure 
at the level of the neutral zone in the opening. The pres
sure at the same level in room 2 will be 

(117.12) 

( 
I 

d•~m1 
Fig. 117.2. Schematic representation of combined natural 

convection and forced air flow across an opening in a 
vertical partition 
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The pressure difference in these two rooms at the same 
level is 

P2-P1 = (fl'J-fli)gZ-Px . (117.13) 

The pressure difference and supply pressure can be ex
pressed as the height (ha) of a column of air where the 
pressure due to temperature differential is 

h 
_ fl2-P1. 

1 - - , 
fl 

and the supply air pressure is 

Jp 
Z=-Z 

{> 

P_, V_,. 2 

h2 =-:- = -pg 2g 

Therefore, from equation (117.13) 

ha=h1-h2. (117.11) 

Similar limitations to that of the theory of natural 
convection regarding viscosity, thermal conductivity, and 
diffusivity must also be considered in this analysis. 

The Bernoulli equation may once again be assumed, 
i.e. 

v = (2gh,,), 2 

I
. (.Jfl vx2)·,1;2 

= 2g -z--
- p 2g . 

[ (
J ) ]112 

= 2g ; z - V.~ 2 
• (I 17.15) 

Now Qr. = GAV, where Q,, is the leakage inflow ag::iinst 
the forced air flow. Thus, 

r'·i 1· (Jfl) · I"?. Q,, = c I, w 2g ~ Z- v / dZ 
• r.2 . fl 

where limit L 1 represents the bottom or top of the door 
and has the value H/2 since the centre-line of the door has 
been taken as the reference point, and L?. is the neutral 
zone where supply presrnre equals convective pressure 
occurring when V r 2 - V., 2 = 0, i.e. the pressure due to 
the temperature differential equals the excess supply ven
tilation pressure: 

On integrating the above expression the leakage inflow 
through the door will be 

I 2 [ (LJfl) H ·1n12 
Qc.=C.WZg(LJp/p)·3_2g p -z-V/_ 

therefore, 

I I f (Jp) ]~'
2 

Q,, = C. w 3.g(Jp/p) g fi H-V,.
2 (117.16) 

It has already been shown that with natural convection 
on its own, the Nusselt number may be expressed as a 
function of the Grashof and Prandtl numbers, i.e. Nu 
= <f>(Gr, Pr). This result is consistent with existing theory 
on natural convection. Existing theory on forced convec
tion states that the Nussclt number may he express.cd in 
terms of Reynolds and Pr:mdtl numbers. As far as is 
known, no relationship yet exists for the rnmhined effect 
of naturnl convection and forced nir now. 

ln11;fn M"!rh Enqr~ 

It may therefore be assumed that the Nussclt number 
could be expressed in terms of both natural and 'forced' 
convection, i.e. 

Nu = 1>(Re, Gr, Pr) 

The following theory proves this to he true and in the 
process introduces a dimensionless group which, for 
convenience, will be called Sw. 

With the flow Q,, we now associate the heat transfer 
rnte 

<j = Q,.ficr(1'1 -TJ 
and the mass transfer rate 

where c r is the specific heat. 

( 117 .17) 

(lli.18) 

Introducing now the heat transfer coefficient h and the 
mass transfer coefficient h.,, defined as 

(117.17a) 

and 

Ir.,= 1i1/[Wllp(c 1 -c~)J (lli.18a) 

eqµation~ (117.17) and (117.18) lead to the following 
equations rn terms of dimensionless variables: 

for hear tram.fer, 

N11 = ~!!_ = ~:~·vii (£~:' ··) 
k 3• k ,.~',;J,, 

c 
= 3Pr . S10 ( 117.19) 

where v~ is the equivalent velocity within the square 
hrackets of equation (117.16) and Sw 1~ a dimensionless 
group. 

From equation (117.19) it is found that the group Sw 
is in fact equal to the vnlue 

Re:-t JP 
s w = -(--;- . -/) :i 

rr 1, 
(117.20) 

where D,, is the hydraulic diameter of the doorway. Thuii 
the dimensionless group Sw is a function of the Reynolds 
and Grashof numbers, the height of the opening, and the 
hydraulic diameter of the. opening. No physical meaning 
can be attached to this group, as can be done, for instance, 
with Reynolds number (ratio of inertia forces to viscous 
forces). However, it is nonetheless a dimensionless group
ing. It can therefore be seen from this analysis that with 
combined natural convection and forced air flow, the 
Nusselt number can be represented by 

C Re:-t J/:i 
N11 =-Pr-·-

1 Gr D,/1 (117.21) 

For mass trnnsfcr a similar annlysis may he carried out 
leading to the following expression: 

hmll <: (; Re:l IT" 
Sh=·/) = ;- Sc.Sw ~:; ,<;,. --- ·--·-- (117.22) 

} ' Ur n,, I 
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EXl'E~IMEN l't\L 

Test area 

The le~.L an.:a wa' ~i111;1ti:L.I ;11 I he Fxpe11111c111al Ward l lnit 
ut Hai1·111yn:s ll11~pi1ul, Eu~t Kilbride, Lite le,ts bei11g 
carried put in th..: i~11laLilln moms uf the intensive care 
area (l-ig. 117.3). The roorm opened imo a comrnon air 
lm:k;vestibuk. Radiators were posi1ioncd in ead1 of the 
three rooms Lo supply addi1 ional heating lll that of the 
supply air, and a shec::1 or expm1ded polystyrene was 
placed over the window in room •A' tu reduce any heal loss 
through the window. 

lnstru mentation 
The m.:chani<:al supply and extract volumes to each room 
were 111c::asured and halam.:cd wnh averaging pressure 
fiowmders in accordance with Ma's method of balancing 
(7). Air temperatures in the room and doorways were 
measured using copper-constantan thermocouples. Hot 
wire anemometers were used to measure the air velocities 
in the Joorway. Air flow direction through the doorways 
'¥as initially determined using cotton wool swabs soaked in 

canium tetrachloride, but it was found 1hat the smoke 
propagated rusting and cigarem: smoke was rnbsc:quently 
used to determirn.: the air direction. 

Scope of tests and proct:Jure 
Tests were conducted for single rectangular openings of 
the following nominal dimensions: 0·90, 0·50, and 0· 10 m 
wide, all areas being 2·05 m high. These different door 
areas wcre set up by blanking off the Joor openings with 
wooden boards. Supply and extract volume~ to the rooms 
were varied from 0·05 Lo O·'m m"/s in ~Leps of 0·05 m:1/s. 
Balancc:d ventilation sy~Lcm~ (natural i.:011vection) had 
equal supply and extract volumes while the positive 
ventilation system~ (combincJ natural convection and 
forced air ttow) haJ only "upply air. Air temperature 
differences rangeJ from 0 to 12 dcgC. Owing to the 
massiveness of the test apparatus periods of up to 3 hours 
were required to reach equilibrium conditions, especially 
when large temperature differentials were being set up. 

When the air temperatures within each area had stabil
. ·ed, a grid consi~ting of u vertical Mei.:1.:ano ~trip was 
.Jspended from the top of each opening. These grids had 

lnstn M•tct1 E.nyr:a 

· :r-~ Room 'A' 

./ ~~~r~ 
Room 'B' 

' ·. ~ ·' ( ) 
·T•· 
Supply 
d1ffu~er 

0 2 
..... . . . • • .&. ... .. - · · 

Scale 

Fig. 117.3. Plan of test area 

3rn 

ltl a11e1110111ete1 ~ and 10 thcrrrwu>uplc" lixc:d at e4ual 
i1111:rvab down their lc11g1h and wen.: "usp1:11Jc.:J i11 such a 
111an11er that 1he air velucillc" anJ te11111eriltu1es at any 
vcnic.:al 'ei.:tio11 could he measureJ. Air flow direction at 
each point 011 the gnd wa" tht:n Jc:termined aml the 
anemometer heaJs adiu~ted accorJingly to face the on
coming air flow . If the direction was not definite:, i.e. in 
Lhe neutral :w111:, the ancmorm:ter ht:ad was placeJ side
ways. The anemometer and thermocouple readings were 
then recorded for that particular vertical section, five sets 
of readings being taken and averaged. When recording 
had finished the grids were moved to their next position 
and the procedure repeated. 

In order to obtain a useful picture of the air movement 
through the upeni1rg and the air temperatun:s at the 
openings, three vertical grid position readings w,,;re ob
tained for the 0·90 m opening, two positions for the 0·50 
m, and one position for the 0· 10 m. Once this procedure 
had been completed for a specific opening area, the 
wooden boards were placed in the:: doorways to reduce 
the area to the required Jimcnsiuns. The whole:: test pru
cedun: was then repeatc:d for the new opening areas. 

TEST RESULTS 

The velocity readings that haJ been recorded during the 
Lests were analysed with a trend surface analysis program 
which fitted the best curve (linear, quadratic, and cubic) 9 

to the n:sults, thus calculating the volume: of air !lowing in 
and out through the opening. The program also printed 
out isovel diagrams of the air movement in the doorway. 

Natural convection 
The temperature differential which was used in the analy
sis of the results was that of the temperalUre difference 
bet ween top and bottom of the opening. This was thought 
to be the most appropriate differential with respect to the 
theory. The air temperature used in determining the 
dimensionless groups was that of the average of the top 
and bottom temperatures at the opening, thus giving a 
mc:an heat transfer coctticienL 

The coefficient o f discharge values for natural con vce· 
tion wt:re obta!.':1.~d by d_i_"'.~ i.r:1g _~l.1_!: . a~t':1~ convective 
1rnnsfor volume (from the test results) by rhc basic 
theoretical volume, i.e. equation ( 117.6). The coetticient 
values were Touillf LO bi.: primarily a funcuon ol tern era-

~JTlfCTcntia , t c our area not being significant (Fig. 
l 17.4). It was therefore decided ro refer to the coefficient 
as the coefficient of temperature. An interesting feature of 
Fig. 117.4 is that from abou[ 4 degC downwards the value 
of the coefficient increases asymptotically with the co
etficient axis. The reason for this trend may be explained 
as follows. The convective transfer volumes at zero tem
perature differential (by extrapolation) for each door area 
are listed in Table 117.2. By dividing these values by half 
the door area a mean velocity may be obtained. This 
results in a mean velocity of 0· 1362 m/s (27 ft/min) for 
any door area. As the free air velocity, or turbulence. ~J. 
within the ventilated room is generally quoted as being in ,. 

C117/71 
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Area of opening 
+ 0 205 m2 (0 10m) 
• 1 ·025 m2 (0 50m) 
• 1 845 m2 (0 90ml 

' ~ .. ~<'! ~ o...A" 
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08 

06 

04 

02 

• • 

0 -- -L-l J_, _ - '- · I I '-· 1. ... 1_ L I 
0 I Z .~ 4 5 6 I R 

T FMPfRATURE DIFFERENTIAL, t-.T .... or, 

Fig. 117.4. Coefficient of temper,ature (C,) 

I . • J __ J 

9 10 

Table 117.2. Transfer volumes at zero temperature 
differential 

This is not, in fact, shown in Fig. 117.4. Alt hough the 
reason for this trend is nnt at present apparent, it compares 
favourably with limited results of Fritzsche and Lillien
blum (6) working in the region or 20-10 degC differential. Door area, 

m' 
Trnnsfer volume , 

m'/~ 
Mean vclncity, 

-----· - - --- - ···---· - · - - -
1·845 
1·025 
0 205 

0 · 1250 
0 ·0700 
!HlMO 

O· I 360 
0· 1162 
0·1362 

the range 0·1016-0·1524 m/s (20-30 ft /min), this strength
ens the validity of the experimental results and explains 
why the coefficient does not remain constant at 0·65. 

Experimental result<; for he:it transfer are given in 
Fig. 117.5, where the Nusselt numher divided by the 
Prandtl numher is ordinate :ind the Grashof number is 
abscissa. For comparison and verification of the theory, 
results of Br0wn and Solv:isori (3) nre also shown. With an 
opening 2·05 m high, the upper theoretical curve, and a 
temperature differential of 10 dcgC, the Grashof number 
equals 1·3x 1010

• As can be seen, this is the point where 
the theoretical curve breaks :iway from the broken line 
(coefficient of 0·65). For further reference, at differential 
40 degC, (;r = 6·76 x 10 1n. Comparing these values with 

Above 10 degC temperature differential the coefficient 
rises again, very slowly this time, reaching a value of 
unity at about 50 degC differential and continuing to rise. 
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Fig. 117.5. Natural convf!ction acro!ls rect11ng11lnr opnnlng!I in A vertir.111 pArtition (10" --: Gr < 10" ) 
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\ • 1 hi: r~·:.ul!~ of Hrown anJ Sulva~on it may be seen that a The existence of an cxcc:ss pressuril.ation cocttkicnl Cv 
theoretii:al curve for an opc11i11g 0·25 min height correlates was not al tirsl apparent as the coctticient haJ a value of 
Iii\ ourahly with their rci.ults. It is 1ww possible to verily unity for natural convection, i.e . a balanced ventilatrnn 
the val·dity of the: thcon:tical cu1·ves tor higher Jillcrentials sd1e1111: with no excess pressure. 
in the range 10-40 dcgC, as this w:1s the region in whid1 
Br•i\\ 11 .mJ Solvason were working. With this hl!ight of 
upcnmg anJ a Jitfcrential ur 10 JcgC, Gr = 2·35 x 10'1 

while at 40 degC, <Jr = l ·2 3 x Ill". This is in fact the 
breakaway region from the lower broken line anJ is similar 
co the upper curve. Tht: two hroken lines bounding the 
lower results are the limits of coeffident values stated by 
Brown and Solvason (0·65-Hl). 

The type of ft.ow for these tests is considered to be 
turbulent. Also, since the PranJtl number for air in the 
range of temperatures used in the tests wai. constant at 
0·71, it was not possible to investigate its influence as a 
separate variable. 

The theory for natural convection stated above is rnn
sistent with the approach of previous workers, as can be 
seen from the list below. There are, however, two points 
which differ between soun:es, these being reference 

- -iensity and the use of u coefficient. 

,__. 

Brown and Solvason ( 1962): 

Q = c,, ~·H ·"~(g)112(Jp/p)112 
3 

( iral 1.19M) · 

1\7 
Q = -3 ·ff'11:!.(g)'·:!.(Jp/p)' ~ 

Tamm 1_1966): 

IV 
Q = -3 f ri · ~(g_)1 ~(J 1•/ ,.y ~ 

Fritzschc and Lilien bl um ( 1968): 

WI/ ''''( )'·2(J · 1~ Q = Cr 3· - g · /1 '") 

Shaw (1971): 

Q = c;.,..Cv l: IP ':!. (g) 11 ~(.Jp/1i)' 1 :1. 

10 

1..i lu~ 

II 
::... 

l..J 
05 

Comhined natural convection and forced air How 

On analysis of the positive te~ts in conjunction with the 
balanced tests, which may he regarded as positive tests 
with no excess supply pressure, it became evident that 
another coefficient did in fact exist. By dividing the actual 
intiow volume by the theoretical intiow volume-equation 
( 117 .16) without a coefficient of discharge-an overall 
coefficient was obtained, this bt:ing a function of a ficti
tious velocity over the urt:a of the opening due to excess 
supply (QA/ A) anJ the temperature ditferential, i.e. 

C = </>(Q .• /A, 1J T) 

where QA. is equal to tht: supply volume minus the extract 
volume. The discharge coefficient, C, was found Lo be a 
product of the temperature col!fficient, C.n as obtained 
from the balanced tests, and a fict itious velocity coefficient, 
Cv, i.e. 

By dividing the left-hanJ side of this equation by the 
temperature coefficient it was possible to find the valut:s 
of the fictitious velocity cocfticients. The value of this 
codfkient started at unity for a sy~tem with no exlc~s 
volume, decreasing as the amount of excess volumt: in
cn.::1~ed (Fig. 117.6). 

Experimental result~ for heat transfer are ~hown 111 

Fig. 117. 7, the orJinatc once again being Nu ; l'r while the 
abscis~a i~ the ui1m:mionlc~s group Sw. Broken lint:s in 
this graph represent temperature uitfercntial whilt: full 
lines represent fictitious air velocity over the opt:ning due 
Lo excess supply pressure (Q,/A). As expected, the excc~s 
pressure reduces the heat transfer rate across the opening. 
Once again ihe type of flow is considered to be in the 
turbulent regime. 
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FICTITIOUS VELOCITY, 0"/A -·m/s 
Fig. 117.8. Coefficient of flctitloua velocity (Cv) 
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Fig. 117.7. Combined natural convection and forced air flow across rectangular openings 
in a vertical partition (103 < Sw < 10') 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The test results for air in natural convection, and combined 
natural convection and forced air flow, across rectangular 
openings in vertical partitions are in good agreement 
with theory. 

It must be remembered that the theory is not exact for 
all conditions owing to neglect of viscosity, thermal con
ductivity, and diffusivity in certain equations. However, as 
stated previously, if air is considered to be the convecting 
fluid over the tested temperature differential ranges then 
the theory may be used with confidence. The type of flow 
is considered in both cases to be turbulent. 

Since the characteristic dimensionless numbers for 
natural convection and forced convection may be taken as 
the Grashof and Reynolds numbers, respectively, it was 
assumed that the characteristic dimensionless group for 
combined natural convection and forced air flow would be 
a function of both Grashof and Reynolds numbers. This 
was indeed found to be the case, the relationship being in 
the ratio, Sw = (Ren/Gr)(H"/Dh n), where Sw is a dimen
sionless group and the other significant terms are the 
height and hydraulic diameter of the opening. 

An interesting analogy to the subject of this paper is the 
densimetric exchange flow of water in rectangular chan
nels. A lock gate or other such division may separate 
bodies of still water of the same surface level hut which 
differ slightly in density. This density difference may be 
due to either temperature or salinity differential. Barr (8), 
in a paper on this subject, expressed this mechrmism in 
terms of a dcm1imetric Froudc-Reynol<ls number. which 

ln~tn Meeh Engrt 

is a criterion involving differential gravitational and vis
cous forces, i.e. 

(
g JpHn)1 12 

Fr.,. Re = -_-2 -

P'' 
(117.23) 

This is equivalent to natural convection with air as the 
convecting fluid, and it is interesting to note that the 
right-hand side of equation (l l 7.2.1) is in fact the Grashof 
number (Gr112

) of equation (117.9), i.e. the characteristic 
dimensionless group. Barr does not introduce a forced 
flow on the natural exchange, but it may be noted that the 
dimensionless group for this mechanism may also be 
expressed in terms of the densimetric Froude number and 
Reynolds number, i.e. 

Re3 H:i ( /Lv,,n) H 
Sr.o =-Gr ·v,,a = 112/fJp =Re.Fr,,?. D,. (117.24) 

There exist several fields of study to which the results 
of this paper may be applied. First there is the problem 
in public buildings, shops, supermarkets, and restaurants 
of convective air currents causing unpleasant draughts and 
Joss of heat at doorways --.., where is normally a heavy 
concentration of pedestrian traffic. The general movement 
of air within buildings is also of importance whether it be 
naturally ventilated or air conditioned, and under special 
conditions, such as a fire within the building, it is essential 
to know the movement of smoke up vertical shnfts
especially in tall buildings . The problem concerned with 
cold storage rooms, with temperature differentials in the 
range 10-40 degC, is tlrnt 1>f heat and mass transfer 
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throiigh the :1.:.:0:. doorway resulting in greater running 
costs. To counh.Tad 1 lic~e los~cs, air s.:reen~ and me.:hanic
ally opcra1c:d doors a1 c used, yc.:t they still form a large part 
ol the hc:at halaru.:e of many .:old sLOrage depots whose 
ac1 ual amount should be a muller of predsc: knowledge: 
both for the planning engineer and the manager of cold 
stores. With the thc:ory and results nf this paper it is now 
possible to dc:termiuc: accurately the volumetric exd1angc 
of air, hence heal and mass transfc:r, for all these: situations. 

The importaa.:e of the airborne routt: of infection in 
critical areas within hospitals has been shown by numerous 
workers for sevi:ral decades. In particular, various papc:rs 
on the subject of convective transft:r through doorways of 
bac.."teria such as Stuph. a1mms, an important group of 
bacteria which causes wound infection, have been pub
lished in the last IO years. It is now possible to predict 
the volumetric exchange through doorwuys under certain 
conditions and, hence, the isolation efficiency of the sys
tem. It is also possible to determine the amount of excess 
ventilation required to completely isolate the critical area 
from the rest of the hospital. 
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